Personal Safety Alarm
As we get older, our health can start to deteriorate, and many
find themselves at increased risk of falls and accidents. In
addition, more health problems tend to appear with age, and
this can leave you very vulnerable, particularly if you live
alone. The good news is that there are options that can help
to keep you safe and protected such as the wide range of
personal safety alarm solutions designed for older people.
How Does a Personal Safety Alarm Work?
There are different types of personal safety alarm solutions
available these days, which means you can find the ideal one
to suit your needs. You can get personal safety alarms that
are activated by the press of a button, which then goes
through to a monitoring centre where there are respondents on
call around the clock.
While the above option is one of the more popular personal
safety alarm solutions for older people, there are also other
ones you can consider. For instance, there are fall detection
alarms, talking pendant alarms, and friends and family alarms
to name but a few. There are even alarms with GPS trackers for
protection while out and about. This means that finding the
ideal personal safety alarm for yourself or for an elderly
relation won’t be an issue.
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How Can You Benefit from a Personal Safety Alarm?
Having a personal safety alarm can benefit you in many ways.
As a senior person who wants to maintain independent, these
alarms can prove invaluable. In addition, they will also
enable your family to benefit from greater peace of mind in
the knowledge that you have protection in place. Some of the
key benefits of these personal safety alarms include:
A choice of safety alarms to suit all needs
An affordable solution for enhanced safety
Peace of mind for users and loved ones
Simple to use options
Around the clock protection
Helps older people to maintain independence
If you are considering getting a safety alarm for yourself or
for an elderly relative, it is important to first carry out an
assessment. The safety alarm you choose will be based on your
capabilities as well as your preferences and circumstances. By
taking some time to research the variety of options, you will
be better equipped to make an informed choice.
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Alarm – £18.99 per month
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OPTION 3: 12 Months Package – Save

£20! No Connection Fee!
OPTION 3: 12 Months Package – Save £20!
No Connection Fee!
£179.88 £159.95 View Detail
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Let Our Personal Safety Alarm Experts Help
Here are SureSafe Alarms, we have years of experience when it
comes to supplying high-quality personal safety alarms. If you
are unsure as to which alarm is the right one for you or your
elderly relation, you can speak to our experts for help and
advice. We offer a wide range of personal safety alarm systems
to suit a variety of needs and circumstances, so finding the
ideal one for your specific needs won’t be an issue.
Simply get in touch with our team today and we will be happy
to provide you with details of the various alarm systems that
we offer. We can discuss your needs or those of your loved one
in more details so you can find the ideal personal safety
alarm
system
without
any
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